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Voice Technologies VT506Mobile: The professional Miniature Microphone 
for the Generation Smartphone 

 

The photo and video technology in modern Smartphones has made remarkable 

progress: nowadays Apple iPhone, Samsung Galaxy and others deliver 

impressive Ultra-HD 4K videos in brilliant quality. What has not changed in the 

same extent is the sound pickup quality on these devices. TV and film 
productions worldwide are already using the well-known VT506 lavalier 

microphone from Voice Technologies. Now this popular VT506 is also available as 

VT506MOBILE, adapted to the current generation of Smartphones. Because it is 

certain – moving picture needs the best sound. Whether it’s for Social Media 

videos like YouTube or Vimeo, reports, Talking-Head interviews, private 
recordings or as a backup for sound engineers - only the perfect sound makes 

the video complete.  

 

High-Res Audio for High-Res Video 

The VT506MOBILE is a high-quality professional microphone with Broadcast 
quality. It has a rising frequency response to assure speech intelligibility and 

works brilliant even when used under-clothing. The cable is flexible and has 

excellent isolation from rubbing noise. The length of the cable is 2.5 meters also 

being ideal for interviews. 

 
For most Smartphones and Tablets 

The VT506MOBILE has a 3.5mm TRRS connector and is thus compatible with 

nearly all Smartphones and Tablets. Just plug-in and go! The VT506MOBILE 

records precise so that the difference to the internal microphone is amazing.  

 

Minimum size, maximum sound 
Since 1998 Voice Technologies has inspired and convinced professional users 

worldwide with their unique miniature microphones. The VT506MOBILE with a 

size of 13 x 7 x 3.5 millimeters and a weight of 10 grams is more than ultra-

compact. This enables the users to concentrate on their video project instead of 

being concerned with the mic being intrusive in the shot. 
 

Made in Switzerland 

As the VT506, the VT506Mobile is produced in Switzerland. The housing is based 

on an ultra-robust synthetic material that even withstands rigorous outdoor 

activities. It is produced with a special molding injection technique for complete 
assurance. 

 

The VT506MOBILE from Voice Technologies comes with a clip and a windscreen 

in a transparent box that fits in any pocket and guarantees convenient 

transportation.  
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TECHNICAL INFORMATION: 
 Generating Element:  Electret Condenser  

 Polar Pattern:  Omni-Directional 
 Frequency Range:  40 Hz – 20 KHz 

 Sensitivity:  -60dB +/-3dB re 1V/microbar (10mV/Pa 
 Noise Level:  26 dB “A” weighted 

 Max. Input SPL:  118 dB 
 Impedance:  3 kOhm 

 Bias/+VDC:  1.3V (0.9-20V) 

 Cable:  Length 2.5m Ø 1.5mm 
 Weight:  10g 

 Colors:  Black 
 


